
GENERALIZED CLAUSIUS-MOSSOTTI FORMULA FOR RANDOMCOMPOSITE WITH CIRCULAR FIBERSBERLYAND L., UNIVERSITY OF AKRON, DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS ANDCOMPUTER SCIENCE, AKRON, OH 44325-4002 & PENN STATE UNIVERSITY,DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, UNIVERSITY PARK, PA 16802(BERLYAND�MATH.UAKRON.EDU) AND MITYUSHEV V., DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS,PEDAGOGICAL UNIVERSITY, UL. ARCISZEWSKIEGO 22 B, SLUPSK, 76-200, POLANDMITYU�WSP.SLUPSK.PLAbstrat. An important area of materials siene is the study of e�etive dieletri, ther-mal and eletrial properties of two phase omposite materials with very di�erent properties ofthe onstituents. The ase of small onentration is well studied and analytial formulas suh asClausius-Mossotti (Maxwell-Garnett) are suessfully used by physiists and engineers. We investi-gate analytially the ase of an arbitrary number of unidiretional irular �bers in the periodiityell when the onentration of the �bers is not small, i.e., we aount for interations of all orders(pair, triplet, et.). We next onsider transversely-random unidiretional omposite of the parallel�bers and obtain a losed form representation for the e�etive ondutivity (as a power series in theonentration v). We express the oeÆients in this expansion in terms of integrals of the elliptiEisenstein funtions. These integrals are evaluated and the expliit dependene of the parameter d,whih haraterizes random position of the �bers enters, is obtained. Thus we have extended theClausius-Mossotti formula for the non dilute mixtures by adding the higher order terms in onen-tration and qualitatively evaluated the e�et of randomness in the �bers loations. In partiular, wehave proven that the periodi array provides minimum for the e�etive ondutivity in our lass ofrandom arrays (\shaking" geometries). Our approah is based on omplex analysis tehniques andfuntional equations, whih are solved by the suessive approximations method.Key words. e�etive ondutivity, homogenization, random omposite material, funtionalequationAMS subjet lassi�ations. 30E25, 35B27, 74Q051. Introdution. One of the most important problem of materials siene isanalysis of the various �elds and predition of the e�etive properties of ompositematerials. Suh problems an be studied by modeling of the proesses by Laplae'sequations with appropriate interfae onditions. The solution of this boundary valueproblem determines the physial �eld (e.g., eletri potential) in the omposite and thee�etive ondutivity tensor �e, whih desribes overall transport properties of a om-posite. In this paper we onsider omposites whih onsist of a uniform bakground(matrix or host) reinfored by unidiretional ylindrial �bers. This mathematialmodel desribes heat ondution, eletri and dieletri transport properties, perme-ability of a liquid ow and anti-plane elasti problems. In order to obtain a formulafor �e it is suÆient to solve a boundary value problem in the unit periodiity ell[2, 9℄. Grigolyuk and Filshtinskij [12℄ used the method of integral equations to solvethis problem numerially. Another onstrutive approah is based on the redutionto an in�nite systems of linear algebrai equations, whih an be solved numeriallyby the trunation proedure. Berdihevskij [4℄ used series to obtain approximationsfor �e in the ase of one inlusion in a 3D periodi ell.The appliation of Rayleigh's method [16℄ redues the problem to an in�nite sys-tem of linear algebrai equations. The latter an be trunated and solved numerially.MPhedran et al. in [18℄ have extended Rayleigh's tehniques and obtained approx-imate formulas for the e�etive ondutivity of the square and hexagonal arrays ofylinders. Similar method was applied by Sangani and Yao [27℄. Analyti properties of1



2 L. BERLYAND AND V. MITYUSHEV�e as a funtion of the ontrast parameter have been exploited by Bergman and Dunn[5℄ and Milton [19℄ to onstrut bounds and get approximations for �e. Cheng andGreengard [7℄ studied problems for omposite materials with a �nite number of inlu-sions in the plane. The method of integral equations and the method of images havebeen used to redue the problem to an in�nite system of linear algebrai equations.A simple formula on �e is given by the famous Clausius-Mossotti approximation (forhistory and appliations see [15, 19℄). In two dimensions under the assumption thatthe omposite is marosopially isotropi, that is �e = � �e 00 �e � , this formulaan be written as follows: �e = 1 + �v1� �v +O(v2):(1.1)Here � = (�1 � 1)=(�1 + 1), the ondutivity of the matrix is equal to unity (� = 1),the ondutivity of the �bers is �1 and the onentration v tends to zero. Formula(1.1) provides a good approximations for �e in the ase of irular unidiretional�bers for small v (the dilute limit). Many authors (see above itations) improvedthe formula (1.1) by onsidering speial geometrial strutures suh as the squareand the hexagonal arrays. As it was noted above they redue the problem to theintegral equations or to the in�nite systems of linear algebrai equations, and thenused numeris. A method of funtional equations has been developed in [22℄ { [25℄for the planar interfae onditions (onjugation onditions). At �rst the funtionalequations appeared in Golusin's paper [11℄. In partiular, the method of funtionalequations has been applied to improve (1.1) evaluating the next terms in the expansionin �. For the sake of ompleteness this result is presented in Theorem 3.2 and 3.3 ofthe present paper. One an see that these terms ontain geometrial parameters suhas positions of the ylinders and their radii. For instane, the following formula forthe e�etive ondutivity tensor �e = � �xe �xye�xye �ye � follows from Theorem 3.3�xe � i�xye = 1 + 2� NXm=1 vm + �2� Xk 6=m vmvkE2 (ak � am) +O(�3);(1.2)as � ! 0, where N is the number of inlusion in the unit ell, am are the entersof inlusions (omplex numbers), vm = �r2m, rm are the radii of inlusions, E2 isthe Eisenstein funtion (see Appendix C). Equation (1.2) allows us to alulate theomponents �xe and �xye of the tensor �e, sine (1.2) is a omplex equality and isequivalent to two real ones. The omponent �ye is alulated by similar way.In this paper we solve funtional equations using a power series in onentrationv. Hene, we improve (1.1) by expliit evaluation of the higher order terms in powersof v for arbitrary �xed � (unlike the previous work [22℄, where the expansion in �have been onsidered). In Theorem 3.4 we derive a simple algorithm based on su-essive approximations to evaluate the ux in the omposite material. Using theseformulas for the loal �elds we obtain formula (4.9) for the e�etive ondutivity.Higher-order terms expliitly omputed through the geometrial parameters: entersand radii of the ylinders (Setion 4, (4.13) - (4.15)). The series in � is rather on-venient to obtain onvergene results for the method of funtional equations. Theseries in v (e.g. (4.10)) is onvenient to obtain higher order onstrutive formulas forthe e�etive ondutivity, sine suh a series expliitly ontains ellipti funtions in



3orretions of all orders (also ompare the expansions (3.10)-(3.11) and (3.8); in thelatter the higher order terms in the expansion in � have been expressed through thedouble operator's series). The Eisenstein funtions are well studied, high preisionfast numerial algorithms and analytial formulas based on ��funtions [13, 30℄ arereadily available for omputing the ellipti funtions . To summarize we remark thatthe series in v orresponds to the physial nature of the problem, in partiular, it anbe used for the high ontrast ase (ompare with (1.2), where � tends to zero), whenj � j is losed to 1 and the expansion in v provides with simple approximate formulasfor the higher order terms in the expansion of �e. Note that the e�etive ondutivity�e is an analyti funtion in v in the 2D ase. The latter is not so in the 3D ase (see,for example, [17℄, [4℄).We next onsider random distribution of the �bers. To simplify presentationwe onsider the unit ell with the same inlusions whose enters a1; a2; a3; a4 areonsidered as random variables. Eah enter is uniformly distributed in a disk of theradius d. Centers of these disks form a square array on the plane (shaded disks, seeFig. 1.1) whereas the disks whih orrespond to the �ber's ross-setions do not formthe periodi array. Hene, we investigate a random \shaking" of the �bers about the

Fig. 1.1. \shaking" geometryperiodi square array (d does not have to be small and therefore our results are notperturbative in d). We represent the expeted value < �e > of the random value �e inthe form< �e >= �(0)e + < e�e > where �(0)e orresponds to the deterministi struture,when d = 0 and the enters are loated at the sites of the regular square array, < e�e >is the averaged \random part" of < �e >. The parameter d has been hosen so thatthe �bers annot touh. However, our method also works when ylinders touh eahother but do not form a spanning luster of touhing ylinders in the periodi ell,i.e., no in�nite hains of touhing disks in the plane are allowed (see also Remark 3.1from setion 3). In other words we do not onsider the perolation phenomenon. Thequantity < e�e > is a orretion due to the random shaking. We represent < e�e >as a power series in v and evaluate oeÆients in this series in terms of the integrals



4 L. BERLYAND AND V. MITYUSHEVof the ellipti Eisenstein funtions (see Appendix C and D). We show that theseintegrals are analyti in d (see formulas (5.4) and (6.29). Thus we have extendedthe Clausius-Mossotti formula (1.1) for a non dilute ase by adding the higher orderterms in onentration v and qualitatively evaluated the e�et of randomness byevaluating the dependene on the \shaking" parameter d (see (5.1), (5.4)). Moreover,we prove that the orretion < e�e > is positive, if �1 > � = 1, i.e., � > 0. Thisleads us to an important qualitative onlusion: any random shaking desribed above(see Fig. 1.1) of the periodi square array (see Fig. 1.2) results in the inreaseof the e�etive ondutivity. In other words the periodi array provides minimumof the e�etive ondutivity in our lass of arrays (the \shaking" geometries). We

Fig. 1.2. The periodi arraymention here a heuristi argument whih suggests that the shaking geometries providea reasonable approximation for random mixtures at high onentrations. Indeed thereis not muh room for the inlusions to move around, when their density is relativelyhigh. Therefore the inlusions ould naturally form some kind of a shaking pattern,whereas at small onentrations the random patterns ould be very di�erent from theshaking geometries.We also remark that many authors studied various aspets of homogenization forrandom omposite materials (see, for example, [14, 26, 28, 29, 6℄). Our fous is to lookfor speial ases where expliit analytial formulas for the e�etive ondutivity anbe obtained. We also note that a generi approah based on the n�point probabilityfuntions and variational bounds have been developed and used by several authors (see [29℄, [20℄, [3℄, [19℄ and referenes therein).2. Formulation of the Boundary Value Problem. We onsider a lattie Qwhih is de�ned by the two fundamental translation vetors 1 and i (i2 = �1) in theomplex plane C �= R2 of the omplex variable z = x + iy. The zero-th ell Q(0;0)(the basis of Q) is the square fz = t1 + it2 2 C : �1=2 < tp < 1=2; p = 1; 2g. LetE := [jfejg is the set of the lattie points, ej = m1 + im2, where j = (m1;m2), m1



5and m2 belong to the set of integer numbers Z. The lattie Q onsists of the ellsQj = Q(0;0)+ ej := fz 2 C : z� ej 2 Q(0;0)g. Let us onsider mutually disjoint equaldisks (inlusions) Dk := fz 2 C : jz � akj < rg (k = 1; 2; : : : ; N) in the zero-th ellQ(0;0), Fig. 2.1

Fig. 2.1. The periodiity ell with inlusionsLet Tk := ft 2 C : jt�akj = rg is the boundary ofDk, D0 := Q(0;0)� �[Nk=1Dk [ Tk�.Hereafter we use the letter z for a variable inside the domain, t� on the boundaryof the domain. We study the ondutivity of the doubly periodi omposite material,when the domains Dper := [j(D0 [ �Q(0;0) + ej) and Dk + ej are oupied by mate-rials of ondutivities � = 1 and �1 > 0, respetively (Fig. 2.1). The potential u(z)satis�es the Laplae equation�u = 0 in [Nk=1 (Dk + ej) [ (D0 + ej); ej 2 E(2.1)with the onjugation onditions:u+ = u�; �u+�n = �1 �u��n on Tk; k = 1; 2; : : : ; N;(2.2)where ��n is the outward normal derivative andu+(t) := limz!t;z2D0 u(z) u�(t) := limz!t;z2Dk u(z);t 2 Tk; k = 1; 2; : : : ; N: We also impose on u(z) the quasi periodiity onditions, i.e.,u(z) has onstant jumps along the unit ell. We take the jumps orresponding to theexternal �eld applied in the x-diretion. Thenu(z + 1) = u(z) + 1; u(z + i) = u(z):(2.3)We introdue the omplex potentials '(z) and 'k(z) analyti in D0 and Dk, respe-tively, and ontinuously di�erentiable in the losures of D0 and Dk. The harmoni



6 L. BERLYAND AND V. MITYUSHEVand analyti funtions are related by the equalitiesu(z) = � <('(z) + z); z 2 D0;21+�1<'k(z); z 2 Dk; k = 1; 2; : : : ; N;(2.4)where < stands for the real part. The normalization fator 21+�1 is introdued, oth-erwise it would of appear in (2.6). Note that '(z) is single-valued (see Appendix B)in D0 and periodi in C, namely (2.3) implies'(z + 1) = '(z) = '(z + i);(2.5)Two real onditions (2.2) an be written in terms of the omplex potentials'(t) = 'k(t)� �'k(t)� t; jt� akj = r; k = 1; 2; : : : ; N:(2.6)In Appendix B it is shown that (2.6) is equivalent to (2.2) up to an additive pureimaginary onstant. In order to determine the urrent ru(x; y) we need only thederivatives  (z) :=�'�z = �u�x � i�u�y ; z 2 D0; k(z) :=�'k�z = �1 + 12 ��u�x � i �u�y� ; z 2 Dk :(2.7)Di�erentiating (2.6) we arrive at the following problem (t) =  k(t) + �� rt� ak�2  k(t)� 1; jt� akj = r; k = 1; 2; : : : ; N(2.8)(see Appendix A for details).3. Method of Funtional Equations. In this setion we desribe the methodof funtional equations (see [11℄ and [25℄). We �rst provide a short overview of thismethod. In the above problem we have N ontours Tk and N onjugation onditionson eah ontour, and we need to �nd N + 1 funtions  ;  1; :::;  N . Thus, roughlyspeaking, we need one more ondition to lose up the system. To get this ondition wemodify  ;  1; :::;  N in their domains so that the obtained funtion �(z) (see (3.5)) isde�ned everywhere in the unit ell Q(0;0) (inluding the holes Dk) and its jump arosseah Tk is zero. The latter implies that �(z) is analyti inside the periodiity ellQ(0;0). Sine it is double periodi we apply Liouville's theorem (for double periodifuntions, see [13℄) and onlude that �(z) = .Let us onsider the Banah spae Ck of the funtions ontinuous on Tk with thenorm k kk := maxTk j k(t)j (k = 1; 2; : : : ; N). And let us onsider losed subspaesC+k � Ck for whih the funtions  k have analyti ontinuation to Dk. We alsointrodue the Banah spae C+ onsisting of the funtions 	(t) :=  k(t) 2 C+k forall k = 1; 2; : : : ; N with the norm k	k := maxk k kk (	(t) is de�ned in all disks Tk).Let us introdue the M�obius transformations in z�(z) := r2z � ak � ej + akfor �xed k = 1; 2; : : : ; N and ej 2 E . If ej = 0, then �(z) beomes the inversion withrespet to the irle Tk. The right-hand side of the following relation k(t) =  k � r2t� ak + ak�; t 2 Tk



7provides analytial ontinuation from jt�akj = r into jz�akj > r. If ej 6= 0, then �(z)onsists of the inversion with respet to the irle Tk+ej and translation by the vetor�ej . One an see that �(z) with ej 6= 0 transforms the losed disk jz � akj � r intoanother losed disk whih lies inside the open disk jz�akj < r. The latter geometrialproperty (ontration property) of �(z) allows us to assert that the operator(Wjk k)(z) = � rz � ak � ej�2  k � r2t� ak � ej + ak�(3.1)is ompat from C+k into C+k for ej 6= 0 (there is no summation in the repeatedindex k). Indeed, applying the Cauhy integral formula [1℄ we have the followingrepresentation  k � r2z � ak � ej + ak� = 12�i ZTk  k(�)d�� � r2z�ak�ej � ak :(3.2)Thus (3.1) is a omposition of a ompat operator (3.2), the operator of the omplexonjugation, and a bounded operator of the multipliation by � rz�ak�ej �2. Thereforethe operator (3.1) is bounded in jz � akj � r (ej 6= 0). Compatness of (3.2) followsfrom the fat that its kernel is a ontinuous funtion in (�; z) 2 Tk �Dk. The latterfollows from the ontration property. Analogously the operator Wjk for eah j andeah m = 1; 2; : : : ; N ; m 6= k is ompat and maps C+k into C+m.Remark 3.1. In the ase of touhing ylinders the operator (3.1) is not ompat,but it is bounded, if the touhing disks do not generate an in�nite hain in the plane. Ifthe touhing disks do not generate an in�nite hain in the plane, then the onvergeneof the suessive approximations still holds [25℄ and Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 hold.We shall useWjk to redue the onjugation problem (2.8) to a system of funtionalequations. First we sum up (Wjk k)(z) = (W(0;0)k k)(z� ej) over all translations ejto obtain a double periodi funtions. To this end we expand  k(z) into the Taylorseries  k(z) = 1Xl=0  lk(z � ak)l:Next we use the following theorem [22, 23℄.Theorem 3.2. i) The series Pj (Wjk  k)(z) (j = (m1;m2); k �xed) onvergesabsolutely and uniformly in the perforated ell D0 [ �D0. It de�nes a funtion whihis analyti in D0, ontinuous in D0 [ �D0 and doubly periodi. This funtion an bewritten in the formXj (Wjk k)(z) = 1Xl=0  lkr2(l+1)El+2(z � ak); z 2 D0;(3.3)where El(z) is the Eisenstein funtion of order l (see Appendix C).ii) The series Xj 0(Wjk k)(z) := Xj (Wjk k)(z) � � rz � ak�2  k � r2z � ak + ak�de�nes a funtion analyti in the unit ell Q(0;0), ontinuous in Q(0;0)[�Q(0;0). Thisfuntion an be written in the formXj 0(Wjk k)(z) = 1Xl=0  lkr2(l+1)�l+2(z � ak);(3.4)



8 L. BERLYAND AND V. MITYUSHEVwhere �l(z) is the modi�ed Eisenstein funtion (see Appendix C).iii) The linear operator Xj 0Wjk k(z) is ompat in C+k .This theorem allows us to introdue an auxiliary funtion�(z) = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:  m(z)� � NXk=1Xj �(Wjk k)(z)� 1; jz � amj � rm;m = 1; 2; : : : ; N; (z)� � NXk=1Xj (Wjk k)(z); z 2 D0;(3.5)
where NXk=1Xj �Wjk := Xk 6=mXj Wjk+Xj 0Wjm. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that �(z)is analyti in D0 and Dk (k = 1; 2; : : : ; N); it is also doubly periodi. Let us alulatethe jump of �(z) aross Tm� := �+(t)� ��(t) =  (t)� �� rt� am�2  m(t) + 1; jt� amj = r:� := �+(t)� ��(t) =  (t)� �� rt� am�2  m(t)�  m(t) + 1; jt� amj = r:Taking into aount (2.8) we obtain � = 0. Using the priniple of analytiontinuation and the generalized Liouville theorem for doubly periodi funtions [13℄we onlude that �(z) � , where  is a onstant. It will be shown in setion 4 that = 0. Writing the relation �(z) = 0 in jz � amj � r we obtain the system of linearfuntional equations m(z) = � NXk=1Xj �(Wjk k)(z) + 1; jz � amj � rm; m = 1; 2; : : : ; N(3.6)with respet to  m 2 C+m. The system (3.6) an be onsidered as an equation for thefuntion 	(z) in the spae C+	(z) = � NXk=1Xj �Wjk	(z) + 1; z 2 [Nm=1(Dm [ Tm)(3.7)where 	(z) =  m(z) in jz�amj � r for eahm = 1; 2; : : : ; N:We will use the followingtheorem [22℄:Theorem 3.3. Equation (3.7) has the unique solution in C+. It an be found bythe method of suessive approximations, whih gives the following series m(z) = 1 + � NXk1=1Xj1 �Wj1k11(z) ++�2Xk1 Xk2 Xj1 �Xj2 �Wj1k1Wj2k21(z) + : : : ;(3.8) jz � amj � rm; m = 1; 2; : : : ; N:



9The funtion  (z) has the form (z) = � NXk=1Xj (Wjk k)(z); z 2 D0 [ �D0:(3.9)Convergene in C+ means uniform onvergene, whih preserves analytiity in thelimit. The operator Wjk depends analytially on r2. Hene we an onsider  m(z)determined by (3.8) as an analyti funtion in variable (�; r2) in the bidisk U � V ,where U is the unit disk, V is the disk of the radius r20 . The ritial radius r0 is theminimum radius of the disks with the given set of the enters ak (k = 1; 2; : : : ; N) forwhih at least two disks are touhing. This allows us to propose another method tosolve (3.6) or (3.7). Namely we look for  m(z) in the form of series expansion in r2: m(z) =  (0)m (z) + r2 (1)m (z) + r4 (2)m (z) + : : : :(3.10)Using the representations (3.3) and (3.4) whih is based on the Eisenstein funtionsand (3.10) we rewrite equations (3.6) in the form1Xs=0 r2s (s)m (z) =�24 NXk 6=m 1Xl=0 1Xs=0 (s)lk r2(s+l+1)El+2(z � ak) + 1Xl=0 1Xs=0 (s)lmr2(s+l+1)�l+2(z � am)35+ 1;jz � amj � rm; m = 1; 2; : : : ; N;where eah term in (3.10) is expanded into the Taylor series (s)k (z) = 1Xl=0  (s)lk (z � ak)l:Colleting the oeÆients of the like powers of r2 we arrive at the following theorem:Theorem 3.4. Let u(z) be the solution of the ell problem (2.1){(2.3 ) and letru be the ux de�ned in (2.7):�u�x � i�u�y = �  (z) + 1; z 2 D0 [ �D0;2�1+1 k(z); z 2 Dk [ Tk; k = 1; 2; : : : ; N:Then  k(z) and  (z) are given by (3.10) and (3.9), respetively, where z = x + iyand  (p)m (z) are given by the following reurrene relations: (0)m (z) = 1; (1)m (z) = �24 NXk 6=m (0)0k E2(z � ak) +  (0)0m�2(z � am)35 = �24 NXk 6=mE2(z � ak) + �2(z � am)35 ;



10 L. BERLYAND AND V. MITYUSHEV (2)m (z) = �8<: NXk 6=m h (1)0k E2(z � ak) +  (0)1mE3(z � ak)i+  (1)0m�2(z � am) +  (0)1m�3(z � am)9=;� � �(3.11)  (p+1)m (z) = �8<: NXk 6=m (0)pk Ep+2(z � ak) +  (0)pm�p+2(z � am)+NXk 6=m (1)p�1;kEp+1(z � ak) +  (1)p�1;m�p+1(z � am) + � � �+ NXk 6=m (p)0k E2(z � ak) +  (p)0m�2(z � am)9=; ; p = 0; 1; 2; : : :Thus we have found a simple reursive algorithm whih de�nes the ux ru (u isa solution of (2.1){(2.3)) in terms of the Eisenstein funtions, the ontrast parameter�, and the radius r of the idential disks. We remark that in order to determine thee�etive ondutivity it is suÆient to know the ux ru.4. E�etive Condutivity. Let us �nd the e�etive ondutivity tensor�e = � �xe �xye�xye �ye �(4.1)of the omposite material represented by the zero ell Q(0;0). We will ompute �xeand �xye , then �ye an be alulated similarly to �xe . The variational de�nition of �ean be found in [2, 9℄. We will use an equivalent de�nition whih an be obtained bya simple appliation of Green's formula�xe = ZD0 �u�x dx dy + �1 NXm=1 ZDm �u�x dx dy ;(4.2) �xye = ZD0 �u�y dx dy + �1 NXm=1 ZDm �u�y dx dy;(4.3)where u is the solution of the problem (2.1){(2.3). Using another Green's formulaZG��g�x � �f�y� dx dy = Z�G f dx+ g dy(4.4)we obtain ZD0 �u�x dx dy = Z�D0 udy = Z�Q(0;0) udy � NXm=1 Z�Dm udy:(4.5)Here we assume that the urves �Q(0;0) and �Dm are oriented in the ounterlokwise



11diretion. Sine the jump of u on the unit ell along the x�diretion is equal to 1, weget ZD0 �u�x dx dy = 1� NXm=1 ZDm �u�x dx dy ;(4.6)Along similar lines we haveZD0 �u�y dx dy = � NXm=1ZDm �u�y dx dy :(4.7)Then (4.2)- (4.3) beomes�xe � i �xye = 1 + (�1 � 1) NXm=1 ZDm ��u�x � i�u�y� dx dy:Using (2.7) and the identity ([1℄) m(z) = '0m(z) = ��x [<'m(z)℄� i ��y [<'m(z)℄we obtain �xe � i �xye = 1 + 2� NXm=1 ZDm  m(z)dx dy:Due to the mean value theorem for harmoni funtions we have�xe � i �xye = 1 + 2� v 1N NXm=1 m(am) ;(4.8)where v = N�r2 is the onentration of the inlusions of ondutivity �1. Sine m(z) has been alulated in Theorem 3.3, formula (4.8) provides an exat formulafor �xe � i �xye .Remark 4.1. In setion 3 we put �(z) =  � 0. If we formally keep theonstant , then (4.8) for � = 0 (�1 = 1) beomes �xe � i �xye = 1 + . Thus  mustbe zero sine for � = 0 we have the uniform material of the unit ondutivity withoutthe inlusions .Assume that our omposite material is marosopially isotropi. Then the e�e-tive tensor �e is of the form �e = �eI , where �e is the e�etive ondutivity (salar),I is the unit matrix. In this ase (4.8) beomes�e = 1 + 2�v 1N NXm=1 m(am):(4.9)Using (3.10) we write �e in the form of the series in v:�e = 1 + 2�v �A0 +A1v +A2v2 + � � �� ;(4.10)



12 L. BERLYAND AND V. MITYUSHEVwhere Ap = 1N NXm=1 (p)m (am); p = 0; 1; : : :(4.11)We now use the reurrene relations from Theorem 3.4 to alulate the oeÆientsAp in terms of the Eisenstein funtions. To this end we �rst alulate the funtions (p)m (z):  (0)m (z) = 1; (1)m (z) = �0�Xk 6=mE2(z � ak) + �2(z � am)1A ;(4.12) (2)m (z) = �2 24Xk 6=m0�Xk1 6=kE2(ak � ak1) + �1AE2(z � ak) + � �2(z � am)35 ; (3)m (z) = �2!�2 Xk 6=m Xk1 6=kE3(ak � ak1)E3(z � ak) ++�3 24Xk 6=m0�Xk1;k2 E2(ak � ak1)E2(ak1 � ak2)+� Xk1 E2(ak � ak1) + �2!E2(z � ak) + �2�2(z � am)# ; (4)m (z) = 3!�2 24Xk 6=m Xk1 E4(ak � ak1) + S4!E4(z � ak)� S4�4(z � am)35�2!�3 Xk 6=m0�Xk1;k2 E3(ak � ak1)E2(ak1 � ak2)+�Xk1 E3(ak � ak1)!E3(z � ak)��2!�3 Xk;k1;k2E3(ak � ak1)E3(ak1 � ak2)E2(z � ak) ++�4 24Xk 6=m0� Xk1;k2;k3 E2(ak � ak1)E2(ak1 � ak2)E2(ak2 � ak3)+� Xk1;k2E2(ak � ak1)E2(ak1 � ak2)+�2 Xk1 E2(ak � ak1) + �3!E2(z � ak) + �3�2(z � am)# ; : : :Substitute (4.12) in (4.11) and use the following notationsXl := NXm=1 Xk 6=mEl(am � ak) + �l(0);



13Xls := NXm=10�Xk 6=m Xk1 6=kEl(am � ak)Es(ak � ak1) + �s(0) �(4.13) Xk 6=mEl(am � ak) + �s(0)�l(0)1Aand so on. Then we obtain A0 = 1; A1 = ��N2X2; A2 = �2�2N3X22;(4.14)A3 = 1�3N4 ��2�2X33 + �3X222� ; A4 = 1�4N5 �3!�2X44 � 2!�3(X332++ X233℄ + �4X2222℄; A5 = 1�5N6 [�4!�2X55 + 3!�3(X442 ++X343 +X244)� 2!�4(X3322 +X2332 +X2233) + �5X22222℄;A6 = 1�6N7 [5!�2X66 � 4!�3(X255 +X354 +X453 +X552) + 3!�4(X2244 +X2343 +X3333 +X2442 +X3432 +X4422)� 4!�5(X22233 +X22332 ++X23322 +X33222) + �6X222222)℄:Here we have alulated A0; A1; : : : ; A6. It is possible to proeed and to alulatethe next terms A7; A8; : : :. One an see that the oeÆients Ap are determined viaXp1:::pM , whih are sums of the Eisenstein funtions of the arguments of the typeak � am with some fators (e.g., ��N2 ). Hene, we have obtained the the followingresultTheorem 4.2. Let the array of inlusions be suh that the e�etive homogenizedmedium is isotropi. Then the e�etive ondutivity has the form�e = 1 + 2�v 6Xp=0Apvp +O(v8);(4.15)Here Ap are alulated in (4.13) and (4.14), where Ep are the Eisenstein funtions,N is the number of inlusions in the unit ell; � is the ontrast parameter and thee�etive tensor �e is de�ned in (4.1){(4.3).5. E�etive Condutivity of a Random Composite. In this Setion weapply the formulas from Setion 4 to evaluate the e�etive ondutivity �e of anisotropi random omposite material. For the sake of simpliity we hoose N = 4 andonsider the enters a1; a2; a3; a4 as i.i.d. random variables. Letfk(z) := � 1�d2 ; jz � bkj < d;0; otherwisebe the probability density, whih orresponds to the ontinuous uniform law, that isthe point ak is uniformly distributed inside the disk jz � bkj < d. Here b1 = 14 (1 + i),b2 = 14 (�1 + i), b3 = 14 :(�1 � i), b4 = (1 � i) are the sites of the regular squarearray. Thus the disks Dk are randomly distributed inside the unit periodiity ell(square) Q(0;0), so that we have the double periodi random struture. We assumethat d + r < 14 (see Fig. 1.1). This means that eah disk lies in the presribedquarter of the original square ell and does not ross or touh oordinate axes. For



14 L. BERLYAND AND V. MITYUSHEVthe sake of simpliity we deompose eah Ap into the sum Ap = A(0)p + eAp , where A(0)porresponds to the deterministi (periodi) struture and eAp is the orretion due tothe randomness (the "utuation part"). Sine (4.10) is linear in Ap we obtain thesame deomposition for �e: �e = �(0)e + e�e. Calulating the expeted value from thelatter relation we get < �e >= �(0)e + < e�e >. The deterministi part �(0)e orrespondsto a single inlusion in a square periodiity ell and has been alulated by severalauthors (see [16℄, [18℄, [24℄). We now alulate the expetation of the utuation part< e�e >= 2�v h< eA0 > + < eA1 > v+ < eA2 > v2 + � � �i ;(5.1) < eAp >:= Z[Q(0;0)℄4 eAp(a1; : : : ; a4) 4Yk=1 fk(ak)(d�)4; p = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;(5.2)where ak = x+ iy (k = 1; 2; 3; 4) are the variables of integration, fk is the probabilitydensity funtion, d� := dxdy. Here we identify the random variable ak with theparameter of integration. The oeÆients eAp(a1; :::; a4) are expressed through thespeial terms Jp1:::pM de�ned as follows:Jp1:::pM =< Zp1:::pM >;(5.3)whereZp1:::pM = Ep1 (ak0 � ak1)Ep2 (ak1 � ak2) � � �CM�1EpM �akM�1 � akM � :Here C is the operator of omplex onjugation. If M is odd, then CM�1 is theidentity operator. If M is even, then CM�1 is the operator of omplex onjugation.First we alulate Jp1:::pM , then < Xp1:::pM > from (4.13)-(4.14). The details of thesealulations are presented in Appendix D. In partiular, we have proved in AppendixD that Jp1:::pM is an analyti funtion of d2; and < Xp1:::pM > an be omputed as asum of Jp1:::pM . This implies that Xp1:::pM is also analyti in d2 and an be expandedinto a onvergent power series in d2. Convergene in d2 holds for admissible d2, i.e.,d + r < 14 , sine the uniform onvergene holds for all parameters in the method ofsuessive approximations for the general funtional equation (3.7). Hene we andeompose Xp1:::pM < Xp1:::pM >= X(0)p1:::pM+ < eXp1:::pM >;Here the �rst term orresponds to the deterministi part (d = 0) and the seondterm orresponds to the utuations due to the random \shaking". The solution k (z) of (3.6) is analyti in ak, sine eah term in the series (3.8) is analyti in akand the series uniformly onverges in � (analyti in �). Therefore  k (ak) is analytiin ak. The latter implies the oeÆients Ap are analyti in ak.To ompute the dependene of the expeted value < Ap > on the parameter d2we write ak = bk +R ei�; 0 � R � d and integrate in R from 0 to d ( for d < 14 � r).As a result of these alulations (see Appendix D) we get the following formulas for< eAp > (p = 0; 1; :::; 4) : < eA0 >=< eA1 >= 0;



15< eA2 >= �2�243 < eX22 >= �216�2 1Xl=1 h24l (4l � 1) d8l�4;(5.4)< eA3 >= 1�344 h�2!�2 < eX33 > +�3 < eX222 >i = �232�3 1Xl=1 �C24l�2�2 h24l4l� 2d8l�6;< eA4 >= 1�445 h3!�2 < eX44 > �2!�3 �< eX332 > + < eX233 >�+ �4 < eX2222 >i =6�244�4 1Xl=2 �C34l�1�2 h24l4l� 3d8(l�1) +�442�4 Xl1�l2�l3 C4l1�14l2�1C4l2�14l3�1h24l1h24l2h24l3h24(l3�l2+l1) d8(l1+l3�1)4 (l2 � l1) + 1 ;where Cmn = n!m!(n�m)! and h4l is obtained by evaluating the Eisentein funtions atertain points (see (6.17) and Lemma 6.3). We an proeed to obtain analogousanalytial formulas for < eAp > when p > 4. One an see that eah term < eAp >(p = 0; 1; :::; 4) is non-negative. We next show that this is true for all p.Theorem 5.1. The expeted values of the utuation of the orretions de�nedin (5.2) are non-negative < eAp > � 0; p = 0; 1; 2; :::(5.5)Proof. The proof is based on the observation that the sign of < Xp1:::pM > (see(4.13)- (4.14)) is equal to (�1)�(P) with P = (p1;p2;:::; pM;) (� (P) de�ned in (6.32))and keeping trak of the sign of eah < Xp1:::pM > in Ap.It follows from (3.11) and (4.11) that Ap an be onstruted in the following way.First we determine1N NXm=1 (p)m (z) = 1N Xm;k h (p�1)0k E2 (z � ak) +  (p�2)1k E3 (z � ak) + :::+  (1)p�2;kEp (z � ak)i+1N Xm h (p�1)0k �2 (z � ak) +  (p�2)1k �3 (z � ak) + :::+  (1)p�2;k�p (z � ak)i ;Then we substitute z = amAp = 1N NXm=1 (p)m (am) = 1N Xm;k h (p�1)0k E2 (am � ak)+ (p�2)1k E3 (am � ak) + :::+  (1)p�2;kEp (am � ak)i+



16 L. BERLYAND AND V. MITYUSHEV1N Xm h (p�1)0k �2 (am � ak) +  (p�2)1k �3 (am � ak) + :::+  (1)p�2;k�p (am � ak)i(5.6)We now apply the indution in p to hek the following. If < Xp1:::pM > 0 > (< 0)then it enters < Ap > with the plus (minus) sign and a positive fator respetivelythat is < Ap > omputed by (5.6) is a linear ombination of j< Xp1:::pM >j with non-negative oeÆients. Using (5.4) we see that this is true for < Ap >, p = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4.Now we assume that this is true for s = 0; 1; 2; :::; p� 1 and onsider < Ap > as givenby (5.6). Take the term  (p�1)0k in (5.6). It ontains the quantities < Xp1:::pM >. Wemultiply  (p�1)0k E2 (z � ak) by E2(z � ak), substitute z = am, sum over all m 6= k,divide by N and alulate the expetation <>. Then eah < Xp1:::pM > beomes< Xp1:::pMpM+1 >, pM+1 = 2. Now take  (p�2)1k in(5.6). In the same way we see that< Xp1:::pM > beomes < Xp1:::pMpM+1pM+1 > , pM+1 = 3, moreover it is multipliedby (�1) in aordane with (6.32). On the other hand  (p�2)1k is also multiplied by(�1), sine di�erentiation transforms the funtion El(z) as followsE=l (z) = �lEl+1(z).Then we gain preserve the positive sign. Same argument applies to other terms in(5.6) and theorem is proved.Conlusion. We �rst ompute higher order terms in the Clausius-Mossotti for-mula, whih is the expansion of the e�etive ondutivity in the onentration of the�bers. This is done for an arbitrary number of unidiretional �bers, whih are arbi-trary loated in the unit periodiity ell. Using the omplex analysis tehniques, weobtain analytial formulas for the oeÆients in this expansion.Next we use these results to study random arrays (\shaking" geometries) whenthe �bers are allowed to move randomly inside the periodiity ell aording ertainuniform distribution. We have omputed analytial dependene of the oeÆientsin the Clausius-Mossotti formula on the distribution parameter d. Analysis of thisdependene(Theorem 5.1) shows that the periodi array of the �bers has lower e�etiveondutivity than any array obtained by the random shaking of the �bers. The latteris rigorously proved in the ase of 4 ylinders in the unit ell and generalization forlarger number of �bers is straightforward (but umbersome).Aknowledgment. The work of L.Berlyand was supported by NSF grant DMS-9971999. Part of this work was done when V.Mityushev visited L. Berlyand at theUniversity of Akron. He is grateful for the hospitality and support of his visit.We are grateful to G. Milton for useful disussions on the analytiity of the e�e-tive ondutivity as a funtion of the volume fration.6. Appendix A. In the present setion we prove the relation['(t)℄0 = �� rt� ak�2 '0(t); jt� akj = r;(6.1)whih is valid for eah '(z) represented by the expansion'(z) = 1Xl=0 �k(z � ak)l; jz � akj � r:



17We have t = r2t�ak +ak on jt�akj = r, hene the left-hand side of (6.1) an be writtenin the form h'(t)i0 = 1Xl=1 �k r2l(�l)(t� ak)l+1 :(6.2)The right-hand side of (6.1) an be written in the form�� rt� ak�2 '0(t) = �� rt� ak�2 1Xl=1 l �k r2(l�1)(t� ak)l�1 :(6.3)Comparison of (6.2) and (6.3) implies (6.1).Appendix B. In [25℄ the problem of (2.6) type is alled the R� linear onjuga-tion problem. If � = 0; (�1 = 1), we get the C� linear problem, when ' and 'k arerelated to C� linear onjugation ondition. If � = 1 (�1 =1) or � = �1 (�1 = 0), wearrive at the Hilbert-Riemann problem. In our ase j�j < 1. Qualitative study of thisase has been performed in [21℄. We now show that the onjugation onditions (2.2)an be written in the form (2.6). The omplex potentials have the following struture'(z) + z = u(z) + iv(z); z 2 D0 [ �D0;'k(z) = �1 + 12 (uk(z) + ivk(z)); z 2 Dk [ Tk;where v and vk are harmoni onjugate to u and uk, respetively. Let ��s is thederivative in the natural parameter s. Using the Cauhy-Riemann equation [10℄ (Ch.5,p.382) �u�n = ��v�s and �uk�n = ��vk�s we an write the seond relation (2.2) in the form�v�s = �1 �vk�s on Tk:(6.4)Integration (6.4) in s yields v = �1vk + k on Tk;where k is an arbitrary real onstant (see for example (2.3) and [1℄). We put k = 0,sine a omplex potential is determined up to a purely imaginary additive onstant.Hene (2.2) beomes u = uk; v = �1vk on Tk(6.5)Add the �rst relation (6.5) and the seond relation (6.5) multiplied by i. We haveu+ iv = uk + i�1vk on Tk:(6.6)Substituting uk = 1�1+1 ('k +'k) and vk = 1�1+1 � 1i ('k �'k) and u+ iv = '(t) + t in(6.6) we obtain (2.6). In a multiply onneted domain a harmoni funtion in generalis represented as the real part of a multi-valued analyti funtions [10℄, Ch.5, p.375).Let us explain, why we take the single-valued funtion '(z) in D0. The funtion '(z)is single-valued in D0 if and only if the integral of �v�s along eah irle Tk is zeroZTk �v�s ds = 0 :(6.7)



18 L. BERLYAND AND V. MITYUSHEVTo verify (6.7) we apply the seond relation (6.5) and the Cauhy-Riemann equationZTk �v�sds = �1 ZTk �vk�s ds = �1 ZTk �uk�n dS:The latter integral is equal to zero whih follows from the harmoniity of uk insideTk and the Green's identity. Therefore, (6.7) holds and '(z) is single-valued in D0.Appendix C. Ellipti funtions. This setion ontains the desription of thebasi ellipti funtions, namely the Weierstrass' funtion P(z) [13℄ and the Eisenstein'sfuntions Em(z) [30℄.First, we onsider the lattie sums S2n :=P0j e�2nj introdued by Rayleigh [16℄.The theory of ellipti funtions and [13℄ provide the following formulaP(z) = 1z2 + 1Xn=2(2n� 1)S2nz2n�2 :(6.8)The funtion P(z) is doubly periodi. The Eisenstein's funtions [30℄ are introduedas follows Em(z) :=Xj (z � ej)�m :The Eisenstein E2 and the Weierstrass funtion P are related by the identitiesE2(z) = P(z) + S2;where S2 = � for the square array. Moreover, E0l(z) = �l El�1(z). Introdue themodi�ed Einstein funtions�l(z) = El(z)� z�l; l = 1; 2; : : : ;whih are analyti in Q(0;0), and �l(0) = Sl, where Sl = 0 for odd l.Reall that any meromorphi double periodi funtion (ellipti funtion) is arational funtion of P(z) and P 0(z) [13℄. Sine our problem is double periodi it isonvenient to represent it via the Eisenstein funtions using the relation between Eland P(z).Appendix D. Calulation of Integrals and Sums.Lemma 6.1. Let K be the disk fw 2 C : jw � bkj < dg andJ�pq := 1�d2 ZKEp(am � w)Eq(w � al)d�(6.9)then J�pq = 1Xs=0(�1)sCp�1s+p�1Cq�1s+q�1Es+p(am � bk)Es+q(bk � al) d2ss+ 1 :(6.10)Proof. We use the following formula [30℄E(s)p (z) := dsdzsEp(z) = (�1)sp(p+ 1) � � � (p+ s� 1)Ep+s(z):(6.11)



19Then using the Taylor expansion we obtainEp(am � w) = (�1)p 1Xs=0 1s!E(s)p (bk � am)(w � bk)s =(6.12) = 1Xs=0Cp�1p+s+1Ep+s(am � bk)(w � bk)s:Here we use the relation Ep(z) = (�1)pEp(�z) from [30℄ and (6.11). AnalogouslyEq(w � al) = 1Xs=0(�1)sCq�1q+s+1Eq+s(bk � al):(6.13)Let s1 and s2 be integer numbers. Using the polar oordinates w � bk = Rei� wealulate the integral1�d2 ZK(w � bk)s1(w � bk)s2d� = � 0; if s1 6= s2d2ss+1 ; if s1 = s2:(6.14)Substituting (6.13) and (6.12) in the de�nition of Jpq (6.9) we obtain (6.10).The lemma is proved.We now alulate the integralJ�p1���pM : = 1(�d2)M�1 ZK1 � � � ZKM�1 Ep1 (ak0 � ak1)Ep2(ak1 � ak2)�� � � �CM�1EpM (akM�1 � akM )(d�)M�1;whih is a slight modi�ation of Jp1���pM de�ned in (5.3). Here C is the operator ofomplex onjugation; ak1 ; ak2 ; : : : ; akM�1 are the variables of integration, ak0 and akMare parameters, (d�)M�1 := dx1dy1 � � � dxM�1dyM�1; akj = xj + iyj .Lemma 6.2. We haveJ�p1���pM = Xs1;:::;sM�1(�1)s1+���+sM�1[p; s℄Ep1+s1(ak0 � bk1)�(6.15) �Ep2+s1+s2(bk1 � bk2) � � �CM�1EpM+sM�1(bkM�1 � akM )�d2(s1+���+sM�1)(s1 + 1) � � � (sM�1 + 1) ;where [p; s℄ := Cp1�1p1+s1�1Cp2�1p2+s1�1Cp2+s1�1p2+s1+s2�1Cp3�1p3+s2�1:::CpM�1pM+sM�1�1;Xs1;:::;sM�1 = 1Xs1=0 1Xs2=0 � � � 1XsM�1=0 :Proof. It is based on Lemma 6.1. For the sake of de�niteness we hoose M to be aneven number. First we integrate in ak1 in (6.15):J�p1���pM = 1(�d2)M�2 ZK2 � � � ZKM�1 1Xs1=0Cp1�1p1+s1�1Cp2�1p2+s1�1



20 L. BERLYAND AND V. MITYUSHEV�Ep1+s1(ak0 � bk1)Ep2+s1(bk1 � ak2)Ep3(ak2 � ak3) � � �EpM (akM�1 � akM )(d�)M�2 ;where ak2 ; : : : ; akM�1 are the variables of integration; ak0 , ak1 , akM are parameters.Next we integrate in ak2 and so on. After repeating this integrationM�2 more timeswe obtain (6.15).Lemma is proved.It is straightforward to hek that1(�d2)M+1 ZK0 � � � ZKM Ep1 (ak0�ak1)Ep2(ak1 � ak2) � � �CM�1EpM (akM�1�akM )(d�)M+1(6.16)= 1(�d2)M+1 ZK1 � � �ZKM�1 Ep1(bk0�ak1)Ep2 (ak1 � ak2) � � �CM�1EpM (akM�1�bkM )(d�)M�1:Hene, we have J�p1:::pM = 1�2d4 Jp1:::pM when ak0 = bk0 and akM = bkM .Aording to the theory of ellipti funtions we introdue the parameters relatedto periods: w1 = 12 ; w2 = �1 + i2 ; w3 = i2 :(6.17)One an see that all arguments of Jp1:::pM have the form bp � bq (p 6= q) whih anonly take the values �wk (k = 1; 2; 3). It is known [18℄ that for the square arrayall values Ep(wk) are real, hene we an omit the omplex onjugation in (6.15) forak0 = bk0 , akM = bkM .Lemma 6.3. Let h2 :=P3k=1 E2(wk), then h2 = 3�,hp = � 2Ep(w1) +Ep(w2) ; if p = 4l; l is integer,0 otherwise:(6.18)Moreover, hp are positive numbers for p = 2; 4; 8; : : :Proof. We shall use the relation from [30℄ and [13℄. Let us represent the Weierstrassfuntion P(z) in the formP(z) = 1z2 + 1Xn=1(4n� 1)S4nz2(2n�1);(6.19)where S4n are the lattie sums of the square array (see Appendix C). It follows from(6.19) that P(z) + P(iz) = 0:(6.20)Using the relation E2(z) = P(z)+� we an write (6.20) in the form E2(z)+E2(iz) =2�. We shall alulate Ep(z) = (�1)p(p� 1)! P(p�2)(z)(6.21)using the di�erential equation for P[P 0(z)℄2 = P(z)[4P2(z)� g2℄(6.22)



21and its orollaries:P 00(z) = 6P2(z)� 12g2 ;P 000(z) = 12P(z)P 0(z) ;P(4)(z) = 12[P 0(z)℄2 + 12P(z)P 00(z) ;(6.23) P(5)(z) = 12[3P 0(z)P 00(z) + P(z)P 000(z)℄;P(6)(z) = 12[3(P 00(z))2 + 4P 0(z)P 000(z) + P(2)P(4)(z)℄:� � �Here g2 = 60S4 � 189; 07267. Hene, using (6.21){(6.23) we an alulate Ep(z) interms of P(z). Using (6.19) and (6.21) we haveE4p(z) = 1z4p + 1Xn=0C4n4(p+n)�1S4(n+p)z4n ;E4p+1(z) = 1z4p+1 + 1Xn=0C4n�14(p+n)�1S4(n+p)z4n�1 ;(6.24) E4p+2(z) = 1z4p+2 + 1Xn=0C4n�24(p+n)�1S4(n+p)z4n�2 ;E4p+3(z) = 1z4p+3 + 1Xn=0C4n�34(p+n)�1S4(n+p)z4n�3 :These relations yield the identitiesEp(z)� ipEp(iz) = 0; p = 3; 4; ::: :(6.25)In partiularly Ep(w1)� ipEp(w3) = 0; p = 3; 4; ::: :(6.26)Substitute z = w2 = 1+i2 in (6.25)Ep(1 + i2 )� ipEp(�1� i2 ) = 0:Applying the relation Ep(�z) = (�1)p Ep(z)we obtain Ep(w2)� (�i)pEp(w2) = 0; p = 3; 4; ::: :(6.27)Here we made use of the fat that Ep(w2) are real numbers, sine P(p�2)(w2) arereal. The letter follows from (6.23): P 00(w2) = � 12g2 is real, P(3)(w2) = P(4)(w2) =P(5)(w2) = 0; P(6)(w2) = 9g22 is real and so forth. In eah step of the reursion we geta real number P(p�2)(w2):We have to prove that Ep(wk) are positive numbers for p =4l. It is known that P(w1) = 12pg2 � 6:8751845 > 0 , P(w2) = 0, P(w3) = � 12pg2.It follows from (6.23) that P 0(wk) = 6P2(wk) � 12g2, hene, P 00(w1) = P 00(w3) = g2



22 L. BERLYAND AND V. MITYUSHEVand P 00(w2) = � g22 . We have h4 = 1=6P3k=1 P 00(wk) = g24 > 0. And so on. One ansee that h4l is a sum of h4; h8; : : : ; h4(l�1) and their produts with positive oeÆients.Therefore, h4l > 0, l = 1; 2; : : :This proves the lemma.We now are ready to alulate the following sums.< Xp1���pM >:= 4Xm=1 Xk1 6=M � � � XkM 6=km�1 Jp1���pM ;where Jp1���pM an be written in the formJp1���pM = Xs1;:::;sM�1(�1)s1+���+sM�1[p; s℄Ip1���pM d2(s1+���+sM�1)(s1 + 1) � � � (sM�1 + 1) ;andIp1���pM = Ep1+s1(bk0 � bk1)Ep2+s1+s2(bk1 � bk2) � � �CM�1EpM+sM�1(bkM�1 � bkM )Lemma 6.4. The following representaion holds:Ip1���pM = 4hp1hp2 � � �hpM(6.28)Proof. It follows from the straightforward alulations. First we put M = 1, then�1 := Ep(b1 � b2)Xl6=2 Eq(b2 � bl) +Ep(b1 � b3)Xl6=3 Eq(b3 � bl)+Ep(b1 � b4)Xl6=4 Eq(b4 � bl);Furthermore �1 ontains the terms Ep(wk1)Eq(ok2 )whih are equal to zero if p or qis odd. If p and q are even, then Ep and Eq are even funtions andXl6=2 Eq(b2 � bl) = Eq(b2 � b1) +Eq(b2 � b3) + Eq(b2 � b4) = 3Xk=1Eq(ok) = hq:Here we have used the relation Eq(z) = Eq(z)and the ondition that all Eq(wk) arereal. The other sums in l give the same result. Then�1 = hq(Ep(b1 � b2) +Ep(b1 � b3) +Ep(b1 � b4)) = hphq :One an see that �1 does not depend on m. Therefore, Ipq = 4hphq. Analogously weprove that Ip1:::pM = Ip1:::pM�1hpM :



23By indution we onlude that (6.28) holds.The lemma is proved.Applying Lemma 6.4, we have< Xp1���pM > = Xs1;:::;sM�1(�1)s1+:::+sM�1[p; s℄hp1+s1hp2+s1+s2 � � �hpM+sM�1� d2(s1+:::+sM�1)(s1 + 1)(s2 + 1) � � � (sM�1 + 1) :(6.29)In order to prove Theorem 5.1 we have to investigate the sign of eah < eXp1:::pM >in < eAp >. The term h2h2 � � �h2 does not enter in any < eXp1���pM >. We now proeedto investigate the remaining terms hp1+s1hp2+s1+s2 � � �hpM+sM�1 .We observe that < Xp1:::pM >6= 0 i� p1 + s1 = 4l1;p2 + s1 + s2 = 4l2;:::pM�1 + sM�2 + sM�1 = 4lM�1;pM + sM�1 = 4lM ;where l1; l2; : : : ; lM are integer numbers. Thens1 = 4l1 � p1;s2 = 4(l2 � l1) + p1 � p2;:::(6.30) sM�1 = 4(lM�1 � lM�2 + : : :) + P;sM�1 = 4lM � pM ;where P := (�1)M�1(p1 � p2 + : : : + (�1)MpM�1). The �rst M � 1 relations in(6.30) determine l1; l2; : : : ; lM�1. The last relation in (6.30) an be onsidered as theondition that pM + sM�1 = 4lM , lM 2 Z. This ondition implies that< Xp1:::pM >6= 0 iff P = 4l; l 2 Z:(6.31)Then s1 + s2 + :::+ sM�1 = � (P) ;where P = (p1; p2; :::::::pM ) and� (P) := � p1 + p3 + :::+ pM�1 (mod 2) ; if M is even,p2 + p4 + :::+ pM�1 (mod 2) ; if M is odd:Then < Xp1:::pM > has the sign (�1)�(P) : Eah non-zero term < Xp1:::pM > in< Ap > satis�es the ondition that p1 + p2 + ::: + pM is an even number. (6.31)implies that P is an even number too. Hene, for instane, for odd M we have� (P) � p2+p4+:::+pM�1 (mod 2) � (p1 + p2 + :::+ pM )�p2�p4�:::�pM�1 (mod 2) �p1 + p3 + :::+ pM :
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